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I Note: Attempt five questions including Q.no.1 which is compulsory. I
Q.l (a)What is SoftwareTesting? What are its objectives? (5)

(b) Explain the V-modelofTesting? . (5)
[cJDescribe cause-effect graphing technique with the help of an example.

[5]

[d]Differentiate between debugging and testing. [5]
[e]Why iOO% testing is not possible through either Black-Boxor white-

Box testing techniques? [5]

Q.2 (a)Define the followingterms (Anyfive): (5x2= 10]
(i)dv path (ii)test suite (iii)bug
(iv)Mistake (v)Alpha testing (vi)Beta Testing

(b)What is glass Box testing? Explain in brief. (2.5)

(Please write your Exam Roll No.)

Q.3 (a)

(i) What are the limitations of Path Testing?
(ii)Definea DD path
(iii)What is slice-based testing? Explain

OR'

Exam Roll No •.•.•.•..•.•..••..••.••

(3)

(3)

(6.5)

(6)

test selection

(6.5)

Q.4

(b)

(i) Differentiate between structural and functional testing in detail. (5)
(ii) What is a flowgraph and what is it used for? (3)

(iii) Explain the type of Testing done usingfIow graph? (4.5)

(a)

(i) What are the various debugging appro~ches?
(ii) What is regression testing? Discuss the regression

algorithm using an example.
OR

(b)

(i) Explain various levels of testing with the help of examples. (4)
(ii) What is the purpose of integration testing? How is it done?

Differentiate between integration testiIlg and system testing. (5)
(iii)What are the factors responsible for requirement changes? How all

the requirements traced? (3.5)

Q.5 (a)

(i) What is state based testing? Why is it suitable for object orientated
testing? (6)

(ii)Write the limitations of basic state model. How are they overcome in

state charts? (6.5)
OR

(b)

(i) Howstatic testing tools are different than Dynamic Testing Tools. (6.5)
(ii) What are the issues in00 testing? Howit is different from procedural

testing? (6)
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